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l. Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is three fold. A number of con-

cepts will be in[roduced and developed, which enables the

derivation of a"valuation economy" from the usual economy

defined in the commodity space. This valuation economy in the

space dual to the commodity space will prove fruitfull in

problems where collective or public goods are involved.

Next, an economy is defined by 8 assumptions, two of

which are unusual and these imply that only public goods are

available and that the ordering of the consumption sets is

such that all choice sets ïn the economy have greatest or

least elements and that in the case of an insatiable or in-

dispensible good some monotonicity condition is fulfilled.

In this economy the existence of an equilibrium or optímum

program of public goods is proven.

Finally, a procedure is proposed whích ís based on the

construction of a sequence of decreasing decision sets such

that every set contains an optímum decision, which ís by de-

fínitíon that decision that does not cause a change ín the

decision set. It is proven that this procedure generates a

convergent sequence of decísions and that the optimum decision

for a specific policy is equal to an optimum program.

In an Appendix some mathematical tools are developed.

The concept of a public good is defined by Samuelson

(1954). Duality concepts, such as the indirect utility func-

tion, are intro~uced a.o. by Roy (1942) and extensively

studied by Weddepohl (1970). The dual economy for public goods

has properties which are very símilar to the primal economy

for private goods as descríbed by Debreu (1959).

The general problem of plannings procedures in an environ-

ment with decentralized information is described by Arrow

and Hurwicz (1960) and Malinvaud (1967), and goes back to

Walras (1877).



2. Formulation of the model.

2.1 On collectíve goods.

Most goods or services considered in economíc theory are

exchange goods (also called private goods). As all goods in econo-

mic theory, they are (1) desíred for some characteristic by a

number of inembers in a group called a market or a community, and

(2) scarce, i.e. use of it can be obtained only by offering some
other good in exchange. An exchange good is also (3) exclusíve .

it permits only one individual exclusivelZ- the use or t'~e consump-
tion of that good. This property implies that the sum o` exchange

goods consumed by the individuals in an economy is equal to or

less than the total produced. It also follows that consumption of

an exchange good can be obtaíned only by exchange (in exclusive

use) of the good itself for some other g~od. (If that exchange

good is not durable, the good must also be owned for ronsumption.)
A collectíve good or nonexchange good is (1) desired, (2)

scarce and (3) nonexclusíve or shared: it permits more than one
individual the full use or consumption of that good. 'I'his property

implies that all individuals in the relevant group can consume

total production. The assumption that individual consumption does
equal production, is used by Samuelson (19~4) and will be used

here to define collective goods.
A collective good will not be purchased by an individual for

hís consumption, because then he is entitled to the exclusive use

of the collective good. This is much more than he wants, because
the shared use of the collective good is suffici.ent for anybody.

(Nobody needs to buy a soccer team to see a match, or to build a

road to travel.) The collective good itself is never exchanged

for consumption purposes and therefore some times called a non-

exchange good.

The right on shared use (or consumption) of a collective good

can be obtained by membership of the group or instítution which
supplies the collective good. Every member of the institution is

entitled to the full (shared) use of the supplied collective good,

but has to pay a contribution. The institution determines the



height of the contribution (which can be different for different
members) and the quantities of collective goods supplied (which
must be equal for all members).The individual ín the market can

only decide to take or leave the offer. (E.g.:a bus fare, seeing
a movie, driving on a toll road.)

The determination of an (optimal) bundle of collectíve goods,

supplied by a number of instítutions on a market, is a very com-

plex problem for an economy as well as for an individual institu-
tion. To get a better insight, attention is directed to an extreme

case of collective goods, which we wíll call a public good.
A public good is a collective good supplied to its members by

an ínstitution with forced membership and in which institution the

decisíon about supply ís taken collectively. The individual has

no choice any more to accept or reject membership of the institu-
tion, because the community equals the market. He only could try

to escape the market on which the collective good is supplied,
which means moving or emigration. (Examples are: a road system,
medícal care, broadcasting, national defense, clean air).

Given a well defíned community, two problems arise: which

bundle of public goods wíll be supplied by and to its members and
whích prices the índividual members will have to pay. This is clear-

ly the polar to the market problem: which price system will pre-
vail for all members and which quantities will be supplied by and
to the individual members. In a market where the goods are exchange

goods, the consumptíon is exclusive and every individual tries to
maximize his share in the total quantity available. This conflíct

of interest is reconciled in some optimal way through the competi-

tive market mechanism, based on the parametric function of a price
system. An equilibríum príce is that system whích causes equili-

brium on the market, i.e, the sum of demanded quantíties equals
the sum of supplíed quantities.

In a community where public goods are available, the conflict
of interest is not concentrated on the distríbution of goods over
its members, because consumption is shared. The interests diverge
over (I) the "príce" every individual has to pay and over (2) the
composition of the bundle. These two problems are in fact narrowly
related: gíven the bundle of collective goods: divide the burden
over the individuals in some optimal way, or, gíven the burden for



all individuals: determine the bundle of goods which is consídered
somehow optimal by the individual members. The two problems are
only equivalent if the choice space is rich enough to give the in-
dividual member opportunity to express his preferences. This con-
dition is always met if the individual is asked to valuate a bundle
even consisting of one collective good, but requires at least two
collective goods in the bundle if the individual is asked to ap-
point preferences.

Samuelson (1954) has given sufficient and necessary conditions

for optimality, which state that the sum of the individual marginal
utilities must equal the marginal cost for a certain public good
interms of a numéraire. If the individuals are taxed in proportion

to their margínal utilities, an optimal state is reached. The sol-
ved problem is shifted now to a bigger problem: how can we make

the individuals reveal their marginal utilities, íf they know that
they will be taxed according to their own information? Davís and
Whínston (1966), Samuelson (1969) and Aoki (1970) have proposed
algorithms to attack this problem, using referees, neutral contact-
agents or special bidding techniques.

Here we shall concentrate attention to the second formulation
of the problem: which is the optimal composition of the bundle (or
programme)? For this purpose we will consider an economy where

only public goods are avail,3ble, at least two in kind and supplied
in quantities to be determined by a collective decision. The com-

position or programme is considered an equilibrium bundle, if the
sum of valuations by the individual members equals the marginal
costs of the programme. An equilibrium bundle can also be conside-

red Pareto optimal. The algorithm proposed can be compared with a
voting mechanism, and depends on the above deduced property of col-

lective goods that they cannot be exchanged for consumption purposes
between the individual members.

Definition 1: An economic good x is called a collective good, if
- the consumption (xi) is equal to the supply (xk) by

instítute k for all members i of inembership-group
mk: xi ~ xk, for iEmk, iEM~ kEK;



- the total production (xK) is at least equal to the

sum of xk supplied by the institutions kEK:

Exk ~ xK , for kEK.

Definitíon 2: An economic good is exchange good, if

Exi ~ xK , where iEM-K;

Definition 3: An economic good is an public good, if

, where iEM and K-1.



2.2 Assumptions on the economy.

In an collectíve economy with m members, there are n kinds of
collective goods. These goods are consumption goods as well as
production services (for a nation, e.g.: the number of hours to
work, the labor condítions, education , transportation system).
There does not Cxist a numéraire, like money, as this is an exchan-
ge good.

The assumptions on consumers and producers are such that they
meet the sufficiency-conditions for an equilibrium in a private
ownership economy, as required by Debren (1959). In addition the
consumption sets are supposed to be equal to the nonnegative ort-
hant for all members. Also is introduced a consistency assumption
on the preference orderings (assumption 6), which requires that if
an individual is not (never) saturated with a commodity, he can
not give it a zero valuation or "price". This excludes asymptotic
convergence of indifference classes in the interior of the consump-
tion set and on the boundary of the dual consumption set, to be
defined later. Finally, only one producer is supposed to be present
in the economy.

The collective decisions in the community are taken through
the intern~~diary of the Central Bureau, which only does proposals
to the individuals and transmits information.

assumption l: The economy E-{(Xi, tii),Y,w} consists of m consu-
mers, iEM, each having a nonempty consumption set X.i
on which a preordering tii is defined. The consumption
sets and the production set Y are contained ín the
n-dimensíonal vector space En. The vector of initial
resources w is an element of En.

assumption 2: (on consumers) X. is equal to the nonnegative orthanti
~, for all iEM. The preference preordering tii on Xi
is complete, convex and continuous, for all iEM.

assumption 3: (on the producer) The production set Y is closed and
convex; it contains the nonpositive orthant; the in-

tersection of Y and (-Y) is contained in the zero set.
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assumption 4: (on resources) w is positive: v?0

assumption ti: (en p~!blic goodsl 1'he consumption of every consumer

equals supply: xi - y, for all iEM, where xi~Xi and

yEy,

assumption 6: (on consistent valuation) A zero valuation of a com-

modity (j) by consumer (i) implies a finite saturatíon

for that commodity and a zero demand of a commodity
(j) in some situation by consumer (i) implies a
finite valuation of that commodíty by consumer (i):

~
pEP. . (P-)-0 ~ VxEX., ga.-0: (xt?.e.)'~.(xt~e.te.):

1 J 1 J 1 ] J

~
xEX. . (x.)-0 ~ VpEP., ~ ~-0: (pt;~e.)ti~(P}le.te.),

1 J 1 J 1 J J

where e. is an n-dimensional vector ( covector) ofJ
zero's, except for a positíve j-th element. (P. isi
given in definitien ]0 and the preference relation
~ in definition 13.)

r„ i

assumption 7: (on behavíor). A11 decision makers choose a greatest
element in theír choice sets in the commodity space
and a least element in their choice sets ín the

valuation space.

assumption 8: (on distribution) The values of consumption are
uniformly distributed over the consumers.

assumption 6A:If consumer i is ínsatiable for commodity j in the
bundle x: [(pj)-OJ~p ~ Pi, then the demand of (xj)
increases monotonically with a decrease in (p.).

J
If a commodity j is indispensable for i:

[(xj)-0]~ x~ Xi, then de valuatíon of (xj) increases
monotonícally with a decrease of the supply of (x.).

J



2.3 Construction of the Social Cost Correspondence.

The production set, or the set of technically feasible product-
ion plans (Y) is a subset of En. As no production is possible with-
out any input, no element of Y is positive (see fig.l). Given the
bundle of inítial resources (w), we can construct the supply set
(Z) of the economy by adding w to every element in Y.

The set of all linear functions whích assign a real number to
a vector En, is called the dual space (En)~(see Appendix). If the
real number is considered an economic value, the dual space or
valuation space (En)~ can be considered as the set of all prices
or valuations that can give a value to a commodity bundle in the
commodity space En,

The supply set is constructed by using w as input. Assigning
to w a value equal to 1, we know that all elements in the supply
set ('L) have values of at most ] if the producer sells at cost-
price. Of course, not all valuations in (En)~ can be used for a
bundle in Z. The set of valuations in (En)~ that assign values of
at most 1 to elements in Z, is the dual supply set Z~ and called
the Social Cost Set, Q, (see fig.2). This set may also be conside-
red as the set of all prices that can maximize profit over Z, if
profit does not surpass 1. Because any feasible bundle supplied to
the community will be valued by a valuation in Q, the set is called
the socíal cost set. (In the same way, the dual production set Yx
may be considered as the set of prices that can maximize profit
over Y, but now such that profit is not higher than 0; see A-14).
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fig. 2

x '
'I, -{q:qz-1, for z E 'L?

fig. 3

fig. 4
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If all input - to - production is chanelled through the

resource-vector w(and the consumption sets contain only nonnega-

tive elements), all elements outside the nonnegative orthant are

irrelevant and can be taken away. The supply set Z can thus always

be reduced to a lower-cup set (defined in A-24). Compare fig. 2,

where only Z is a lower-cup set, with figures 3 and 4, where both

Z and Q-Z~ are lower-cup sets. Both Z and Q will be considerd

lower-cup sets in this paper.
n n~ which assi nsNext, we construct a correspondence q: E~(E ), g

to each feasible supply plan zEZ, a set of valuatíons q(z)cQ,

which maximize the value qz over Q. For any zEZ, this set q(z) is

of course contained in the boundary of Q. If also Z is an element

of the boundary (an efficient element) q(z) assigns the maximum

value 1 to z. Assuming that the producer "askes" the maximum value

possible, q(z) is called the social cost correspondence. This cor-

respondence is upper hemi continuous.

Definition 4: The supply set, Z:

'L - (Yt{w}) n CZ.

Definition 5: The valuation space, (En)z, is the dual space of En:

(En)~- {p}, where p: En -~ E}.

Definition 6: The social cost set, Q:

Q-{qE(En)~ : qz ~ I, for zEZ}.

- Definition 7: The social cost correspondence, q(z)

is a correspondence q. Z-~ Q, such that

q(z) -{qEQ : qz - max.pz, for pEQ}

property I: If Z is a lower-cup set (see A-24), the following
propositions are true:
1. Z ~ Sl G~ - S~ c Q ;
Z, Q is a lower cup set ;
3. Z is compact c~ OE Int. Q .



proof . 1. follows from ( A-8), which says that Z C í~ c~
~~x ~ Zx c~ -st ~ Q.

2, follows from (A-25).

3. OE Int.Q ~~ -2 C Q G~ Z c ~2. Because Z c H(p),

the halfspace defined in (A-3), Z C(H-(p) n S2),

which is bounded if p~0, and therefore compact.
Taking duals, we get Z~ ~(H (p) n S2)~ -

Low (p) U(-~) - Low ( p), the lower closure of p,
defined in (A-22), which contains 0 as an interior
point if p~0.

property 2: q(z) is an upper hemi continuous correspondence

from Z in Q.

proof: define m(q) - qz, a continuous functíon in Q, and

Q(z) - Q, a continuous (constant) correspondence

frum Z in Q, such that Q(z) ~~ for any zEZ. Accor-

ding to the Maximum Theorem of Berge (1959),p.122,

M(z) - max {m(q) - qz : qEQ(z) - Q} is a continuous

function in Z and

9(z) -{4EQ : m(q) - M(z)}- {qEQ : qz - max pz, for

pEQ}

is an upper - hemi continuous correspondence from
Z in Q.

property 3: q(z) c(Bd Q n St)



2.4 The construction of the Social Benefit Correspondence.

Given assumption 2, the individual consumer is able to deter-
mine for every (collective) consumption-vector x~ that is proposed
by the Central Bureau, the set of consumption-bundles that he
thinks better than or equivalent to the proposed bundle x'. This
set is called the individual preferred to x'-set, Xi(x'). From
this set information can be deduced about the individual's margi-
nal valuation of different components of the consumption-bundles,
which is relevant if one wants to change the compositíon of the
consumption-bundle in accordance with the individual's preferences.

Suppose that the individual ís asked to assign a value to
each consumption-bundle in his consumption set, using the proposed
bundle x' as a reference with a value of, say, 1. The consumer
will then assign to equivalent bundles (on the boundary of X.(x'))i
values equal to l, to prefered bundles in X.(x') values higheri
than 1 and to bundles not in X.(x') values lower than I. Doing so,i
the consumer is using functions or valuations of the consumption
bundles. The set of valuations that the consumer can use for any
bundle in his prefered to x'-set to get a value of at least I, is
the upper dual set of Xi(x') and called the indivídual benefit to
x'-set, Pi(x'). It gives the set of valuations or prices that
guarantee to the individual consumer that any bundle he prefers
(not strictly) to x', will also have a value of at least l. It
gives the smallest set of valuations by the consumer that show ap-
propriately the benefit of consumption-bundles for the consumer i.
(The smallest set, because there exist valuations outside Pi(x'),
that can give to some bundles ín the interior of X.(x') the requi-i
red value of 1 or more.)

On the boundary of the individual benefit to x'-set are those
and onl those elements of n~y (E ) that give values equal to ~ to
bundles in X. equívalent to x'. We call the boundary of X.(x') the1 1
individual equivalent benefit to x'-set, which contaíns individual
valuations for equivalent situations.

Suppose the consumer has to pay a price for a consumption-
bundle in Xi(x') and this príce must be based on requirement that
príces cannot be lower than the valuations of benefit given to x'
or equivalent bundles, then the consumer will propose a lowest
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price, í.e. an element of the boundary of the P.(x') set.i
Suppose the consumer is asked for his opinion in which direc-

tion he likes a Riven consumption-bundle x' to change. he again

will take a valuatíon of benefit, but now (maximizing his influence)

the highest one possible. If his vote ís alotted a maximal value

of 1, he will again choose an element of the boundary of the Pi(x')

set.
Both examples are based on different rules of behavior, but

show that only valuations in Bd.P.(x') are optimal in the sensei
that they minimize expenditure or maximize ínfluence, given the

value 1 for bundle x'. If we now restrict our ~trenrion te a con-

sumFtáon bundle x', then the set of optimal valuations is contai-

ned in the boundary of P.(x'). The set of i'th optimal valuations
i

For x' is called the individual benefít correspondence, Pi(x').

This set contains all valuations of the individual consumer that

assigri a value 1 to the bundle x'. The social benefit correspon-

dence p(x'), ís the weighted average of the indívídual benefit

corrPSpondences and gives all averaged valuations that assign a

value 1 to the consumption bundle x'.

Deíinition 8: The individual preferred to x'-set:

Xi(x') - {xEXi : x' ,~i x}.

Definition 9: The individual benefit to x'-set:

pi(x') -{pE(En)~ : px ~ l, for xEXi(x')}-(Xi(x')]~.

Definition ]0 The indivídual valuation set:

Pi -VgdPi(x), for xEXi.

Definition ]1 The individual benefit correspondence, P.:X.-'P.:i i i

p,(x) -{pEP. . px - min qx, for qEP.(x)}.i i 1

Definition 12 The social benefit correspondence, p: X

where X- ~~X. and P- UP., for iEM:
i i

y P,

P(x) - ~ E P.(x).
m iEM 1



Definition 8a: The individual -.;-eferred to p-set:

Xi(P)- Xi(x) G~ ~Epí(x)

Defínition 9a: The indiviéual c. efit to p-set:

Pi(P)- Pi(x) `-.- Epi(x)

property 4: Both Xi(x) aa: ci(x) are upper cup sets, as
defined in A-23- for all xEX. and iEM.

1

proof: By assumption 2 is X.(x) convex. Also, x~y~xti.yi i
and yEXi(x). , `-nally, Xi(x)~52-~. By A-25, and def.9,

Pi(x) is also an upper cup set.

property 5: P. has the folïowing properties:i

(1) PEBdPi(Y) ~ M:P)nXi(Y)~0, for yEXi.

(2) Pi-{pE(En)~: M~~) Int Xi(Y)-~ and

i(c)nXi(y)~~, for some yEXi},

(3) Pi-S2` Pi, where

Pi-{pE2:(P~-~)ané xtae~~i xt~e~}e~,

~
.`.~- ~.l". ~-0 and xEX. }.

i

-{pES2:M(P)`~ -.,` X. (Y)~~ or
i

M(P)n.:. C~ ,-0, for all yEXi}

(4) P. ís conver.,
i

proof: (1) For pEBèF.!-.. and p~0, the set M(p) is compact
and there e;-i.~r.- finíte xEXi(y) such that px-1
and ther.efo-e --~Xi(y)~~. For pEBdPi(y) and
(p~)-0, the ~-~t -';;) is unbounded and the set



X.(y) could approach M(p) asymptotically, suchi
that xEXí(y) ~ px~l. However, this is excluded
by assumption ( 6), which says that if (p~)-0

~
and for xEL(p), 3~-0:(x}~e.)ti.(x}ae.te.).J i J J
As (xtae.), ( xtae.}e.)EBdXi(y), the

J J ]
property follows.

(2) By (A-S), Pi(y) can also be wrítten as:

Pi(Y)-[Xi(Y)~~- {PE(En)~:M(P)n Int Xi(Y)-~}.

Given the consistency assumption, all boundary

points of X.(y) are touching the supportingi
hyperplane and BdPí(y) can be written as:

BdPi(Y)-{PE(En)~:M(P)n Int Xi(Y)-(~ and

M(p)nBdX.(y)~fb}. From definition ]0 follows:
i

p,-U{pE(En)~: M(p)~~ Int X.(y)-~ and1 1

M(p)nBdXi(y)~0} for yFXi, which gíves property (2).

(3) The complement of P. in `,l can be derived by
i

taking the valuations pE`t, which contradict

assumption (6), and by taking the complement in

S2 of the expression under (2) above. P.CBdSl,
-i

as easíly can be checked from the first statement

and P.~~, which can be checked from the second
-i

statement, takíng p-0.

(4) Convexity could only be a problem if p1,p2E
I 2 ~BdP..BdP. and also the line segment (p ,p ) 1i

However, the consistency assumption guarantees
1 z 1 2 0 thenthat if p,p EPi such that ( p~)-(p~)- ,

all indifference classes have fíníte saturation
in (x.).J
The continuity of ~. on X. makes now sure thattii i
for every pE(pl,p2) an indifference class Xi(y)
can be found such that proper[y ( 5.2) is valid.
Therefore [p1,p2JCP., for all p1,p2EPi.i
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2.5 An ordering on the valuatíon space , P.,
i

With any bundle x' in X. the individual consumer can associatei
a set of bundles which are (strictly) preferred by him, Xi(x'),
because the set X. is assumed to be completely preordered by thei
individual preference relatíon ~. on X.. We have seen that theretii i
is a strong connection between valuations (or prices) and consumer-
bundles (or commodities), which are showed to be dual concepts.
If we want to construct a(pre) ordering on the set of valuations
for i, Pí, it seems plausible define a binary relation based on
dual sets generated by commodity bundles.

In fact, we know that x2 is (strictly) preferred by x' if and
only if the preferred to x2-set Xi(x2) is (strictly) contained in
the preferred to x'-set, X.(x'), if and only íf again the dual be-

2 2 1nefit to x-set, P.(x ) contains the benefit to x'-set, P.(x').i i
(see Appendix.) We therefore say that the consumer i prefers valua-
tion or price p2 over p~, p~ ,`~ pZ, if and only íf there exist a
commodity bundle x such that p~ and p2 are elements of P.(x~) and

2 1p is an element of the boundary of P.(x). It is easy to see thati
this relation ~~ on P, is reflexive, for pEBd. P.(x) is also antii i i
element of Pi(x), and complete on Pi, because for all p in Pi a
commodity bundle x, can be found by definition t10), which deter-
mines a set Bd. Pi(x) that separates Pi in elements better than p
and worse than p. Thís relation ti~ can also be shown transitive,i
because assumption (6) excludes asymptotic convergence of two dif-
ferent indifference classes Bd. X.(x') and Bd. X.(x2), which isi i
the only case that can cause intersecting of two different classes
Bd.P.(x') and Bd.P.(x2), and herewith precluding transítivity.

i i
(This intersection could only take place on the Boundary of P.,i
see fig.5)
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The relation ~~ on P. is therefore a complete preordering,tii i
which has also the same other properties as ,`i on Xi.

With every valuation pEPi, we can associate a choice set Mi(p)
in X. which contains all elements of X. that p is giving an eco-

1 1

nomic value of 1 or less. (In an exchange-goods economy where p
is the market price, the choice set ís called the budget set.)
The choice set equals the intersection of the halfspace H-(p),(see

A-3~ and X.. The set of all choice sets in X, is indicated by JC..
1 1 1

Because there exists a one-to-one map from P. into X. and P. isi i i
completely preordered by ti~, there can be defined a preference
relation tii on sets in Xi, which is a complete preorder on the
choice sets in X..i

In the same way, we can associate with every xEX. a choice
i

set M.(x) in P.. The set of all choice sets in P., , can be com-i i ~ i
pletely preordered by a preference relation tii, because the
x-bundles are completely preordered on Xi.

It can be shown that all choice sets in Xi have greatest
elements for ,`..i



Definition 13: The preference relation ,`x on Pi: (see note 1)

pl ~~ pz c~ ~xE Xi; P1EPi(x). PZE Bd.Pi(x)

Definition 14: The set of choice sets in X., ~ti
X. - {M.(P):M.(P) - H ( P)nX., pEP.}i i i - i i

Definition 15: The set of choice sets in Pi'~í~

nS - {M.(x) : M.(x) - H ( x)nP., xEX.}.i i i - i i

Definition 16: The preference relation tii on Xi: (see note ])

Mi (P 1) ,~~,i Mi (PZ ) c~ P 1 ,~,~ pZ .

Definition 17: The preference relation ~~ on ~.: (see note 1)tii i

?'ii (x' ) ,̀~,~ Mi (x2 ) ~~ x~ tii x2 .

Definition 18: A consumption x. is optimal relative to the valua-i
tion p for consumer i( or an equilibrium consump-
tion for i), if it is a greatest element of Mi(p)
for tii. It is optimal relative to the set of valua-
tions Q for consumer i, if M.(x) is a greatest ele-i
ment of ~~ (Q) -{M.(x)E S:QCM.(x)} for ~~ .

1 1 1 - 1 til

Definition 19: A valuation p. is optimal relative to the bundle xi
for consumer i(or anequilibrium valuation for i),
if it is a least element of M.(x) for ~~ . It isi tii
optimal relative to the supply set Z for consumer i,
if Mi(p) is a least element of xi(Z) -{Mi(p)E x.

ZC M.(P)} for ~..- i tii

note 1: for all preference relation is this paper, a relation be-
tween two elements is índifferent ( tii or ti~), if and only
if it is preferred and the inverse relation is also prefer-
red; a relation is strictly preferred ( t. or ~~) if and on-i i
ly if it is preferred and the inverse relation is not pre-
ferred.



Uefinition 20: The preference relation ti~ on P. is consistent withi i
its dual preference relation ti on Xi, if a zero

preference for commodity (j) by consumer (i) implies

a finite valuation for that commodity by that

consumer:

conform assumption 6.

property 7: The preference relation ,~~ on P, is a complete pre-
i ?

ordering, which is continuous, convex and consistent.

proof . Reflexívity follows from:

~, x p c~ 3x . pEBdP.(x). PEP.(x)."1 1 1

T'ransitivity is based on ttie transitivity and the
consistency of ~ .

1 z 2 2 x 3 I 2 3
p'ip ' p tiip ~~x ,x ,x EXi, such that

p~EBdPi(x~), p~EPi(xZ), PZEBdPi(x2),

p2EBdP.(xZ)~ PZEPi(x3)~ P3EBdPi(x3).i

Bij (A-8), Vx.YEXi. x,~~,iY c~ Xi(x) ~ Xi(Y) `~

Pi(x) C Pi(Y) c~ BdPi(x) C Pi(Y).

Also, Bd.Pi(x) n Pi(y) ~ m~ Bd.Pi(x) C Pi(y).

For, suppose that pEBd.Pi(x) ~~ Pi(y) and

Bd.P.(x) ~ P.(y). Then P.(x) ~ P.(y) and X.(x) ~ x.(y),i i i i i i

such that M.(p) n Int. X.(y) - 0 and M.(p) n X.(x) -~.
i i i i

This controdicts axioms 6, which says:
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pEBd.Pi(x) ~ Mi(P) n Xi(x) ~ ~.

Therefore, p2E [Bd.Pí(x2) n Pi(x3)J ~ Bd.P(x2)CP(x3)

2 3and as Pi(x ) C Pi(x ),

p~EP.(x3)~P3EBd.Pi(x3) c~
pi tii Pii

1 2 I 2 1 1Completeness- p,p EPi ~ 3x ,x E Xi: p EBd.Pi(x ),

p2E Bd.P.(x2).i

As by def.8, X.(x~) ~ X.(x2) or X.(x~) C X.(x2)i i - i i

and by (A-8) P.(x~) C P.(x2) or P.(x~) ~ P.(x2),i i i i

1 2 1 2 1 ic 2for x,x , Rd.Pi(x ) C Pi(x )~ p tií p, or

P.(x~) ~ Bd.P.(x2)i i
1 ic 2~p ,~, i p .

Contínuity- p~ ~~ p2, p2 ~i: p3~

3x2,x3:p~EP.(x2).p2E[Bd.P.(x2)nP.(x3)1,P3EBd.P.(x3).i i i i

A line q- ap~t (1-a)p3 can be drawn, from p~EPi(x2)

to p3~P.(x2). As P.(x) is closed, this line willi i

intersect Bd.Pi(x2) C Pi(x3} for some aE[0,1],

2giving q EBd.P.(xi

Thus , q2~,. p2 .
i

Convexity- p~~~p2 ~ ~x2:p~Epi(x2),p~~Bd.Pi(x2),

p2EBd.P.(x2).i



For some aE(0.1).P3-a.plt(1-~)p2.

Therefore, p3~Bd.Pi(x2), but p3EPi(x2), implying

3 ie 2
P ~ P .

roperty 8: The preference relations ~. on~ and ~~ onP ~,i i tii

are complete preorderings.

proof: Both the sets and the relations are constructed
as one-to-one mappings on the sets Xi, resp. Pi,
and thé reiations ;~í, resp. ti~ .. (see def. 14-17).

property 9: The following propositions are equivalent for

x1,xZEX.:i

]. xl tii xZ ;

2. Xi(xl) ~ Xi(xZ) ;

3. Pi(xl) C Pi(x2) :

4. M (x~) ti~ M (x2) ;

I 2 1 1 2 2 1 i: 2
5. 3P .P :P EPi(x )~P EPi(x )~ p tii p.

proof: The equivalence (l~-i2) follows by definition 8;

(lt-F4) by definition 17; (2~-i3) by property A-8;

(3~--~5) from definítion 13.

property ]0:

2

The following propositions are equivalent for
P1.PZEP.:i

2. Pi(pl)
3. Xi(P1)

c
P

4. M (pl) ~ M (P ) ~tii

5. 3x1,x2:P1EPi(xl).PZEPi(x2) ~ xl tii x2.
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proof: The equivalence (ln2) follows from defínitions
13 and 9a; (2~3) from definition 8a and pro-
perties 5 and A-8; (]p4) by definítion 16 and
(lp5) from definition ]3.

property 11: The following propositions are equivalent for
pEPi and xEXi

]. x is optimal relative to p;

2. x is a greatest element over M.(p) for ~.-i tii'
3. x E MíP)nXi(P);

4. x mínimizes px over X.(p);i
S. p is optimal relative to x;

~6, p is a least element over M(x) for ti. ,i
7. p F M(x)~P.(x);i
8. p E pi(x).

proof: The equivalences (la2) and (5p6) are true by
definition 18 and 19 respectívely.
The equivalence (2p7) .
(2) " xEM(P) : YEM(P) ~ Y,~~,ix

a xEM(P)nXi(x) : M(P)n Int Xi(x)-0
b

(7)

~EBdPi(x) : xEM(p), by property 5.2,
~pEP.(x) . px-1i

pEP.(x)nM(x).i
The equivalence (7p8):

~(8) " PEPi(x) . qEPi(x) ~ qx-px

a pEP.(x) :i Int M(x)nP.(x)-~i
Given (8), assume that for pEPi(x), p~M(x). Then

x~l and there ex;a ~P ts a qEP.(x):1-qx~px, contra-i
dicting (8). Given (7), choose qEM(x):qx~px.
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As px-1, q~P.(x), implying (8).i
The equivalence (6p3):
(61 a pEM(x) . qEM(x) ~ q~,~ P,

p pEM(x) : M(x)n Int Pi(P)-~,

a pEM(x) . XEXi(p) , by property A-5,

(3) " xEXi(P) : xEM(P)

'Che equivalence (3"4):
~

(4) a xEXí(p) . yEXi(P) ~ PY-Px,

a xcX-(P) : Int P1(P)nXi(P)-~.

Given ( 4), assume that for xEXi(p) . x~M(p).
~

Chen px.~l, and there exists a yEXi(p):px~py-1,
contradicting (4). Given (3), choose yEM(p):py~.px.
As px-1, y~X.(p), implyíng (4).

L
I'he equivalence (7a3):

(7) " xEM(P) : pEPi(x)

" xEM(P) . PEP.(x)~P.(x), bY (7"8)1 L

(3) " xEM(P) : xE}Ci(P), by def 8a.

property 12: The individual benefit correspondence pi(x)

ttas the following properties:

I. xEXi ~ pi(x)~~

2. Pi-Upi(x), for xEXi

proof:(I) P.(x)-{pEP.:px- min qx, for qEP.(x)}
1 1 1

If x~0, qx has always a minimum as P.(x) is
i

closed and bounded below. If for xEXi,(x~)-0,

then assumption 6 implies the existence of a

supporting hyperplane L(x) touching P.(x), the
i

intersection being equal to p.(x).i
(2) As BdPi(x)~pi(x), Pi~Upi(x), for xEXi.

If pEBdP.(x), one can find (always by assumption 6)i

a yEX., which defines a hyperplane: pEM(y)nBdP.(x).1 1
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As yEBdXi(x), BdPi(y)-BdPi(x) and PEM(Y)~~BdP. (Y)-i

pi(y), by property ]]. Therefore pEBdPi(x)~pEpi(y),

for some yEBdXi(x)CXi, and P1 C U pi(x), for

xEX..i
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3. An economy with public goods only.

3.1 Uefinition of an equilibrium.

The economy E-{(X.,~.),Y,w}, where the preference
1 tiL

relation ti. determines the commodity space Xi for all i, is
i

completely defined on the commodity space and can be called the
primal, or real or commodity economy. A state of E is an m}I

n
tuple of points {(xi),y} in E, if only one producer is assumed
in the economy. Total demand x is equal to Fx.,iEM, in the casei
of exchange goods and equal to x. for every iEM in the case of

i
public goods ( see definition 2 and 3). For public goods, a state
of the real economy reduces to a 2 tuple of points: {x,y}. The

excess demand: z-x-y-w and a commodity equilibrium or F.-equilibríum
can be defined as the state in which the excess demand ís zero
(for exchange goods, it is called a market equilibrium).

There exists an economy Ez-!(P. ~x),Q}, for every commodítyi'tii
E. 1'his economy Ez is completely defined on the space dual to the
commodity space and can be called the dual, or imaginary, or
valuation economy. A state of Ez is an mf] tuple of points
{(pi),q} in (En)~, in our case where only one producer is assumed
in the economy. In the case of exchange goods, the valuatíon by
every consumer p. (given his wealth) is equal to p, the price ofi
the commodity bundle; in the case of public goods, total benefit
p is equal to Ep., iEM, (also given the individual weights). Fori
exchange goods, the state of the valuation economy reduces to a
2 tuple of points in (En)z. {p.q}. The excess benefit function
ís defined by Y-p-q, and a valuation equilibrium or E~-equilibríum
is the state in which the excess benefit is zero.

The total or integrated economy E-{E,Ex,w.} is the valuationi
economy in ( En)~, the commodity economy in ( En) and the weights
or wealth indices for every agent, or mathematical values in

]
( E ) connecting both economies. A state of ~ is a 2mt2 tuple of
poínts {(x.),y,(p.),q}, if only one producer is present. An

1 L .~ ti ti tiequilibrium ofF is a state {(x.),y,(p.),q} such that (I) fori i
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tieach consumer i, a bundle of exchange goods x. is a greatest
,~ 1 ~

element of Mi(q) for tii, and a bundle of public goods has pi
as a leas[ element of M.(y) for ~~ 2~ ~1 -~i; O y maximizes qy on Y

ti tiand q maximizes qy on Q;(3) x-ytw and p-q. Or, the economy
Eis in equilibrium íf and only if the consumers, the producer,
the valuation economy and the commodity economy are all in
equilibrium. An equilibrium for an economy with public goods
only can now easily be derived, given assumption 8, which allows
for a simple average to derermine the social benefit covector for
a bundle of public goods.

definition 21: The valuation economy E~-{(P.,~~),Q;, dual toi tii
the commodity economy E-{(ri. ,~ ),Y,w}, is definedL '
by a valuation se[ P. in (En)~ dual to the con-i
sumption set Xi which is completclv preordered
by ~~ for each consumer, and a social cost set1
Q in (En)~ dual to the supply set 7, fur the
producer. The mathematical values which are used
determining the dual sets for every iEM are
distributed by a specifíc density function: equal
to w.~w.i

definition 22: The economy with publíc goods only E-{E,Ex,l.1i
is defined by the commodity economy E, the
valuation economy E~ and by the uniform distri-

bution 1 of weights, according the assumptionsi
I-8.

definition 23: A state of the econc,wy E is an mf2 tuple of
points {x,(p.),q}. An equilibrium of the economy1 ti ,~ ti
E is a state ( x,(p.),q} such that:i
(1) for each consumer the valuation of a bundle~, ti ~

is a least element of M(x) over ~.P i ~,1 .
(2) q maximizes qx on Q;
(3) m E pi - q and x- y E 7..
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3.2 The existence of an e-equilibrium.

Theorem: The economy E has an equilibrium.

proof : The proof consists of 3 parts:
- ~,

(1) Closed sets Xi and compact sets Pi, both convex,
nonempty and contained in X. and P, of E areti i i
constructed to define an e economy.

ti
(2) The existence of an F-equilibrium can be proven,

applying the Kakutani fixed point t}ieorem.
ti

(3) The set of e-equilibria will be shown equal to
the set of E-equilïbria.

(I) In ~ the indivídual consumption and valuation sets X, andi
P, are neither closed nor bounded. A closed and convexi
set X C X. is constructed by taking the differencei

}{ - Xi ` N(Xi) ,

where N(X.) is an open neigtibourhood in S2 of X., and X.-i -i -i
is the set of limit points of X. that are no elements ofi
X i'
This neighborhood is constructed by the union of open
halfspaces in En, determined by valuations in the set P.

-i
on the axis of (En)x and a positive valuation in P., largei
enough to prevent the exclusion of equilibrium solutions:

N(Xi) -{xES2 : px~l, for pEPi }, where Pi to be defined

as follows.
By definition, p(x) - m E pi(x). For an equilibrium
position p-q, p(x) can be considered as the sum of m

covectors [~ p.(x) ], see fig. 6, or the average of mm i
covectors [ p.(x) ], as in fig. 7.i



f i g, . 6 fig. 7

If for consumer i, J m pi(x) J ~ Q, or pi(x) ? ~ m.q, for

some q c Bd Q we are sure that ~ E p.(x) ~ Q.m i

The problem: how large must p E pi be to guarantee
that no element in N(X.) is an equilibrium solution, can-i
now be answered.

fig. 8 fig. 9
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L(xo) L(XO)
fig. :Q

Suppose that for an x E Xí, (xj)-0; then commodity j ís

indispensable (as commodity 2 in fig. 8). Choose p E P.-i
such that ( p.) ~ m.(q(x).). Then for all p E(mQ),

J J
(Pj) ~ (pj).
If px - l, then for all x E{x:px~l}, ( xj) ~(xj).

~
By assumption 6A (see note), (pí(x)j) - ( pi(x)j) - (pj).
Therefore, if Pi is defined by the p deríved above, the

set N(X.) contains only inefficient or disequilibrium-i
points:

N(Xi) -{xES2 : px~l, for pEPi }, where

p, -{pESi : p-~e or p- ae., if e.E P. and
-i J J -i

a such that le ~(mQ) and aej ~(mQ) },

where e is the covector of unit elements and ej a covector

of zero elements except for a j-th unit element.

I

I
I

P.i

fig. ll

Note: Local monotonicity is sufficient and does not need to
be assumed, but requires a priori assígnment of
boundaries, which I was not able to do (See fig. 11).
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Next, we construct a closed and convex set P. C P.L 1
on the same way as X. .i

P. - P. ` N(P.), wherei i -i
N(Pi)- ip t:. . px~l, for xEXi } and

X.-1 -{x E . x- ~e or x - ~e., if e. E X. and
J ] -i

such that a.e ~ Z and ~e. ~ 7, }.
J

We can be sure tha[ once p E N(P.), by assumptíon 6a-i
xi(p)~í:, as for a pEPí, ( p~)-0 then commodity j is an
insatiable commodíty and íts demand increases monotonically.
Therefore, xEXi does not imply that pí(x) E Pi, but
xE(X~~~"L) does imply that p. ( x)EP. .

i i ~, -Now we are able to constru~t a ~ompact set F'. - f'.,i i
using property 1? wich says that P.-~p.(x):xEX. . Fori i i
every xE~, such that x~ 0, p.(x) is unbounded ahove, hutL 1
closed, bounded below and ordëred for -. Therefore p.ixli
has a minimum. For every strictly positive xE-S., p.lxJ isi i
bounded above because the existence of a positive low~r
bound for ail positive xE`C. implies the existence of ai
positive upper bound for all p such that px-1. Call p the
least upper bound of the minima of pi(x); if pí(x) is not
ordered for -, minimum p.(x) is considered equal to p.(x).

ti i i
Now we can define P, as:i

Pí-!pEPi:p-p, where p- l.u.b. of {min. pí(x) for xEXi}},

With the cunstruction of closed sets X. and compactti i
sets P., botti convex nonempty and containing all possiblei
equilibrium points, the first part of the proof is
accomplished.

(2) The correspondence pi(x) from Xi in Pi is upper
tihemi continuous, as P, is compact and therefore the samei

reasoning can be applied as in the proof of property 2.
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The social benefit correspondence p(x) from X-nX. ini
P-~ E P, ís a sum or an average of u.h.c. correspondences

m i
- ~,

and thus also u.h.c., and X. closed, P. compact and bothi i
convex and nonempty.

The excess benefit correspondence r(x)-p(x)-q(x)
ti

from (X n Z) in ( P - Q) is a dífference of two u.h.c.
correspondences and thus also u.h.c. from one compact set
(the feasible supply set) into another ( the excess benefit
set): see fig. 12.

X n Z

the feasiti

fig. 12

the excess benefit set

~, -
Now a correspondence x(r) from (P - Q) ín (X n Z)

can be defined as follows:

x(r) -{x E(X n Z) : rx - min ry, for y E(X n Z) },

As (X n Z) is compact, this correspondence is u.h.c., as

easily can be checked applying the maximum theorem of

Berge (1959). The correspondence is also nonempty convex

and (as x(r) is an íntersection of a boundary of a closed

convex set and a hyperplane).

le supply set

ti
Therefore, on the set S-(X n Z) X ( P - Q), which is
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compact, convex and nonempty, the composíte correspondence
s- r o x from S in S is u.h.c., convex and nonempty for
every element of S. According to Kakutani ( 1941) these
conditions are sufficient for the existence of a fixed

ny ti ``.point s - (x,r).
Further, r E r(x) ~ rx -(p - q) x~ 0 and

~, ~, ~, ~ ~.n, -x E x(r) ~ rx - rx, for all x E(X n Z).
~, ~ -Therefore r x- 0, for all x E(X n Z). For any x: (x.)~0,

~ ~ ti ~ ~
r x- 0~(r.) - 0; it follows that r- 0; also follows

~ ti ti ti
that r~ 0, as p and q are elements of L(x). This implies

ti ~. -that r- 0 and that there an x E(X ~ Z) exists such that
ti ~~ ti ti

0 E r(x), or p(x) - q(x), or an E-equilibrium.

ti
(3) Finally, it will be shown that the set of E-equilibria

equals the set of E-equilibria.
~, -As P. C P. and X. C X., for all i, ceteris paribus, anti i i i i

E-equilibrium implies an ~-equilibrium, for any interior
point of X.; by construction of X., a boundary point cani i
never b~ an equilíbrium solution, as Bd.N(X.) -i
( x E X: px - l, for p 4f ( mQ)}. That an E-equilibrium

ti
implies an E- equilibrium can be checked on the conditions
given in definition 23:

ti ti tia, If p. is a least element for M(x), x E X. and,~, 1 , ti i - i
p. E p. , then x E(X. ~~ Z). If x E(X. ~~ Z), then

1 - 1 L 1

pi(x) E Pi as can be deríved from the construction of Pi

and Xi. And if x E[(Xi ` Xi) n Z~, then pi(x) ~(nQ)

ti ti ti
and p(x) ~ q(x), contra def. 23(c). Therefore, pí ís a

~, ~. - ~, tileast element for M.(x), where x E X. and p. E P..i i i i
tib. The production circumstances in E and E are identical.

1 ti ti tic. m E pi - 4, where pi E P. and q E Q;i
ti ti ti ti
pi ~ Pi ~ pi E(N(pi) n Pi) or pi É~.
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If p. E(N(P.) n P., x.(p.) ~ Z, contra y- x.1 1 1 1 1

ti ti
If p. ~ p, then for all x E X. such that p. - p.(x),

1 1 1 1

x E N(Xi) and pi(x) ~(m4) or P(x) ~ q(x).

An equilibrium in the economy E with public goods only is

represented in fíg. 13 and 14.

fig. 13 fig. 14
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4. Procedure of Improving Decision Sets.

In the above defined economy with public goods only, e, a

procedure can be applied which determínes an equilibrium solution
or an optimum program, x, through an interative process of ex-

change of information between the consumers, the producer and

the Central Bureau (CB).

The program x fully determines an equilibrium state {x,(pi),q}
of the economy t. Therefore, the program x is

~- - -
- feasibl~: x E[ ~~~ X. ~i Z] -[ X ~~ Z];

i
i ~- ~t

~. - ~,
- efficient:x ~[ X ~~ Bd Z] - X ,

0

ti ti 1 ti ti
- optimal . x E}{ - p.(x) - q(x).o~ m i

ti
As pi E pi(x) for every consumer, the program is Pareto-optimal
in the sense that for none consumer the program can be improved
without doing harm to the others. As the excess benefít vector

ti
r(x) - p(x) - q(x), the program x is optimal if and only if

ti ti tir(x) - 0, for x E X. This equívalence is crucial also for0
this section.

The procedure consists of decision rules based upon
ínformation received or in stock. The CB chooses an efficient

ti
program xl E Xo, called a reference program and informs the
consumers and producer. Information goíng from CB is called
by Malinvaud ( 1967) an indícator and information going to the
CB a proposal. All the consumers and the producer send their
valuation of the reference program or indicator as proposals
to the CB, which forms p(x) and q(x). The decision rules for
proposals are defined above ( def. 7 and 11). The decísion
rules for the indicator consist of two parts: first a new

ti
decision set X, is constructed, strictly contained in the

tioriginal decision set X on basís of the proposals received0
and such that an optimum program is contained in the new set
ti ti}(1 . Then a new indicator x2 is choosen in X1 by some rule,
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unless of course the first indícator x~, was revealed optimal

by the fact that r(x~)-0. (See Note.) Then the second step

proceeds líke the first, and the CB continues until an optimum

program or plan is found, or an near-optimum program is called

a plan. (See fig. 15 and 16.)

fíg. 15 fig. 16

On this way a sequence of reference programs {xt} or
indicators ís generated, sequence~ of proposals {pt} ~nd {qt}

and a sequence of decision sets {Xt}. By definition, X is the
ti ti

set of optimum programs for the economy: X-{xEX :r(x)-0}.0
First the general procedure will be defined and a convergence
theorem will be proven, then a specifíc procedure will be
proposed which satisfíes the conditions of the general procedure.

Note about notatíon: As only the aggregate p(x) is relevant for
this section, the suffix i E M for consumers is replaced by the
suffices r, s, t E T, indicating a stage, step or íteration
in the procedure.
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definition 24: The procedure of Improving Decision Sets (the
I.D.S.-procedure) is a policy based on a
decísion rule x:Xt -~ Xt, where Xt is a compact
and connex decision set at stage t, such that
x(xt) ~~, and on a rule or correspondence

t ,~ t ,~
X . ]I (X ). -~ ]I (X )., assigning to anyo i o ii-1 i-!

sequence of decisions or reference programs
{xtf a sequence of ímproving decísion sets {Xtl,
satisfying for each t- 0(1) ~:

ti til. (on convergence) : Xt ~ Xt}~ and

ti ti
~{t ~~ j{tt 1 p xt ~ xtt j i

ti ti2. (on solutions) : Xt r X~~1 , where

X - {x E X . x -
o tT i

r

theoreir : If {x } is a sequence of decisions (or referencet
programs) generated by an I.D.S.-procedure,
then this sequence converges to a solution or

ti
a plan: lim x E X.tt~m

procf: A sequence of sets {At} has a limit set

Am - lim {A }, if the upper limit,

lim (At} - n{A U A}~ U,,,l, is equal to
t-'~ p- 1 P P

~
the lower limït, ~im {At} - U' {A n A}' n,,,},

~ P PF-
A decreasing sequence has a limit (see Berge,
1959, p. 20) which can be empty; if {A } is~ t
decreasing, A~- n At and for some stage s,

t-1

A- As if and only if As - Ast]- ""~
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t

Fínally, the limit set is nonempty, compact and
connex, if all elements of the sequence have
the same properties ( Berge, 1959, p.103).

ti
Because xttl - x(xt) is defined for every Xt,
which itself is nonempty by condition 2(on
solution), defined is:

~~ x-rx . Also a correspondence is given
t ~

ti ti
xt-' x~ ~ Xt-rX ,~

where X is a limit set because {X,} is conver-
w L

ging by condition I(on convergence) and where
tiX is nonempty by condition 2(on solutions).~

It follows that x~ - x(x~), for if x~~x(x~)
then X~~ X , contradicting the definition~ ~
of a limit set.

which defines:

lemma : If in a sequence of decisions {xt}, generated
by the I.D.S.-procedure, there exists a stage

tis such that xs}1 - xs, then xs E X and
ti ti
X - X .

s ~

ti tiproof: x E X, by definition of X under condition 2s
(on solutions) and as xs - xstl - xst2- "''
by condition 1 (on convergence)
ti tiXs - Xs}1 - ... .

definition 25: A policy or procedure is defined by the following
rules:

til: ( on the ínitial indicator) : xl E Xo.
2: (on proposals): rt - pt - qt, where

pt E p(xt) and qt E q(xt), which are gíven

in definítions (7) and (11).



3: (on indicators): xt~t - a(xt t U rt), where
ti

l. ~ 0, such that xttl E Xt and such that
ti

s(xt f 2 1-i rt) E Xt, for some real numbers
ti ti

a,i. The decision set Xt - ix E Xo .

r x- 0, for s - 1(I)t i.s

4: (on the final program or plan):

r - 0 ~ x - x.
t t

ti~~rorem . 1'he procedure given in definition ?`

converging to an optimal program, x.

:~roof . It is sufficient to show that the procedure is
an I.D.S.-procedure. At first, it will hc~ shown

ti ti
that Xt n X~~, for any t, by inductio:~:

ti
For any x~ E Xo, where Xo -~ nonempty, compa~t

and connex, [x E X(xt) and p~ E p(x~) ]~ p~x-1

[x E Bd Z and qt E q(x}) ]~ q}x-1
~ tiTherefore r~x -(pt - qt) x- 0, for any x~ E Xo.

ti tiIn section 3, the existence of x E X is proven0
and as x E[ X (x ~ ) ~~ Bd Z], r t x~ 0. Or .

x E { x E Xo . rt x~ 0}-[Xo n(-rt)~] - X~
titiow, repeating the procedure, for any xt}t E Xt,

ti ti ti ~
x E[ X(xt) ~ Bd Z n Xt ]~ rt}t x- 0.

The procedure has guaranteed the existence of

an x E Xt ; therefore ~x E[Xt n(-rt)x]- Xttl'
ti ti

for any t- 0( 1) ~, and Xt n X~~1.

tiSecondly, rule ( 3) always defines an xt}t E Xt,
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~
for { x- a ( xt f u rt) : U- 0 and a any real

number }-(-rt)~ ~ ~ Xt n(-rt)~ ~~ 0, and

as U- 0~ l x - x )~ l r(x )- 0 i ,
t ttl t

U has to be positive in order to prevent a

contradiction.
Finally, it is easily checked that the sequence

~, t ~,
ís converging as Xt - n Xs. Strict convergence

s-0
ti

is guaranteed if an interior point of Xt is

choosen in case that xt is not an optimum

program. The requirc.~,~nt thar ,r ~ 0 nrevents

that the same x is choosen and cycling is

precluded by the requirement that also

S(x t 2 u rt ) must be an element, implying
t

that a( xt t 11 rt) is always an interior
ti

element of Xt.

The procedure is converging to some optimum

program and can cut other optimal programs

(if existing) out of the decision set.

Another specific policy in the procedure will

generate another specific sequence {xt} ,

which possibly converges to a different optimum

program. For example, rule ( 2) in definition 25

can probably be replaced by: xt}~ - max pt x,
ti

for x E Xt with some side conditions.

A criterium for an optimal policy could be

given by the sum of the absolute values of the

excess benefit vectors in each stage, E Irt~,

where the policy is best that generater a

sequence {rt} with the smallest sum of absolute

values.
Finally, the procedure developed by Ruys (1970)

is converging only if the absolute value of

the excess demand ~r(x)~ is decreasing
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monotonically if x approaches an optimum program.
In general, however, this will not be the case.



5. Conclusion.

The purposes set out in the lntroduction seem to be ac-

complished.

At this poínt it can be stressed that the defínition (3)

of a public good can be applied to any well defined group of

consumers who use or consume each the total supply of a com-

modity or service.

For example, ín an enterprise different sectors can be con-

sidered as consumers of the services supplied by sectors as

bookkeeping, cleaning, geuerai management, etc., which supply

is a"public good" within that enterprise.

This leads to the complex problem of an economy where

private, collective and public goods are available. In an

enterprise, for example, cleaníng servíce can be supplied as

a puhlic good or be bought outside by every sector concerned

as a private p,ood.

This decision will have something to do (among others) with

increasing returns. I also suggest that the large number of

equilibrium solutions which is theoretically possible in a

pure private (Debreu, 1970) or in a pure public goods econo-

my, will be influenced and probably reduced in such a mixed

economy by a process of arbitration, if some goods can be

private or public (collectif) by choice.

Much simpler is the problem for an economy where all

goods are either private or public.



Appendix : Dual Sets.

The dual space of a vector space (En)~ is the set (En)~ of

all linear functions or covectors that map a vector of En ínto

a r ea 1 numb er .

The dual set of a set K in En is the set K~ of all cevectors
n ~sin (E ), except for those covectors which can assígn to a vec-

tor in the interior of K the real number 1.

K~-{pE(En)~. xE Int K~ px~i } A- ]

This definition is a slight generalization of the one given by

Weddepohl (]971).

The upper half-space H}(p), the lowerhalf-space H-(p) and

the unit hyperplane L(p) are defined by:

n n ~t iH}(P)-{xEE . px-1, for pE(E ) A- 2

H-(P)-{xEEn . px~l, for pE(En)~i A- 3

L(P) - H~(P)~H-(P) A- 4

The dual set K~ can now be described by equivalent definitions:

z n ~ n ~
K a(E )`{ pE (E ) : px- 1, for xE Int K}

- {PE(En)x : L(P)n Int K-m}

- {pE(En)~ : KCH}(p) or KCH-(P)}

- {PE(En)z : xEK~(Px?1 or px~l)}

- {pE(En)~ : KCH}CP)} or {PE(En)~ : KCH-(P)}

K~ or K~t -

A- 5

where [he upper dual set K~ and the lower dual set KX aret -



defined by:

K~ - {pE(En)~ . px?l, for xEK}

K~ - {pE(En)~ . px~l, for xEK}.

A- 6

A- 7

This shows that the dual set Kz can be considered as the union

of the upper dual set KX and the lower dual set K~.

The following properties are easily derived:

ACB ~ BzCAz

Int K-~ ~ K~-(En)~

K-En ~ K~-m

A- 8

A- 9

A-10

If K is convex, K can be written as the intersection of the

sets of half spaces H containing the set K(see Fleming, 1965,

p.16):

K - n H , where ~(K)-{H:KCH}
HE~(K)

Defining N(K) as the set of upper half-spaces and lower half-

spaces which contain K, the dual of K is exactly the set of the

normals {p} which define the half spaces, Ht(p)E~(K) and H-(p)E~(K):

K~-{PE(En)~:Ht(P) or~ H-(P)E~(K)}

fig. 17 fig. 18



If K is convex, the following properties can be derived (see
Weddepohl, 1971):

K - (Aur K) n (St.K),

where Aur K-{xEEn . x-ay, for yEK and a~0}

St. K-{xEEn : x-~y, for yEK and 0~~~1}

are the aureole-closure and the star-closure of K;

K~ -(Aur K)z U(St K)~ -(Aur K)z

Kx -(Aur K)~ U(St K)~ -(St K)z

A-]1

A-12

(Aur K)x - (Cone K)z - (Cone K)~, A-13

(Cone K)~ -{pE(En)~ : px~l, for xEK} A-14

- {pE(En)~ . px~0, for xEK} ;

(Aur K)~ - (Aur. K)~ V (Cone K)~ ,

(St K)z - (St K)~

Kz - (Aur K)X U ( St K)~ ;

OE K
Kz - Kz

A-15

A-16

A-17

A-18

OE Int K~ K~ is bounded. . A-19

(AUB)z -
Ax~B~

A-20

Next we consider sets that are convex and unbounded relative
to the nonnegative orthant. Weddepohl (1970) has called a set
which is convex, unbounded above and nonnegative a cu set,
Here we shall call a set which is convex and unbounded above or
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below, both relative to the nonnegative orthant, and wich has

some orthogonal properties outside the nonnegative orthant, a

cup set.

We first define two closures of a set K: the upper-closure, Up [`,

and the lower-closure Low K as follows:

Up K-{xEEn : x?Y, for yEK} A-21

Low K-{xEEn . x~Y, for yEK} A-22

An upper-cup set is a set K for which . A-23

1 . (Kn12) is convex;

2. (Up K)nSt - Kn52 ;

3. K` S2 c- S2

A lower-cup set ís a set K for which: A-24

] . (KnS2) is convex;

2. (Low K) nS2 - KnS2;

3. Low (KnSt) - Low K.

A cup-set is an upper-cup set or a lower-cup set.

3 ` ~
~ 2~

~` I

K

fig. 19 fig. 20



The possibilities (2) and (3) in the above figures are ruled
out for a cup-set by conditions (2) and (3).

If K is a cup-set, the following properties can be derived:

Kz is a cup set; A-25

(K~)~ - K; A-26

an intersection of cup sets is a cup set. A-27

Finally, important propertíes of special cup sets are mentio-
ned here:

if (Kn 52) ís an upper cup set,

then ( Kn S2)X - K~ U(-St) is an upper cup set; A-28

if (KU-2) is an upper cup set,
then (KU-~)~ - K~ is an upper cup set; A-29

if (Kn S2) is an lower cup s et ,

then (Kn S2)k - K~ V(-~) is a lower cup set; A-30

if (KU-S~) is a lower cup set,
z ~then (KU-S?) - K- nS2 is a lower cup set; A-31

Two special properties for cup-set follow, which Weddepohl
(1971) showed valid for closed, convex aureole or star-sets:

K upper-cup set ~ K} upper-cup set and (KX)~ - K; A-32

K lower cup set `y K~ lower cup set and (K~)~ - K. A-33
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